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THE OTHER (ARIBBEAN

Nova, l.{ouveau

recall my first exposure to the depth

and deìights ol Al'ro-Peruvian
music with the compilation cd I/ra
Soul of Black Peruback in 1995.

Now a conglomerate oI musicians

known as Novalima takes that tradition to the

next level with their sophomore release Coba

Coba (Cumbancha). Effectively doing what
Champeta Críolla didfor Afro-Colombian music

a few years back, this group goes back to the

roots, deiiberately amplifying the African strands

while modernizing the style by deftly mixing in
elements of electronic music.

It is perhaps no surprise that the group's
founders were well educated and well traveled,

and their eclectic tastes are reflected by the threads

of reggae, salsa, rock and pop in the music.

Whereas the first albium Afro firmly established

the group's renown outside of Peru, this album

sees the return of the original quartet to Lima to
collaborate with members of the Afro-Peruvian

community. An unexpected result of this collabo-

ration was a bridging of the musical divide be-

tween black and white in Peru.

Special flavors are added with inclusion of in-
vited guests like Cuban hip-hop duo Obsesión,

Spanish rocker Gecko Turner and salsa vocalist

Carlos Uribe. It's all blended seamlessly of course

and dld I mention?... great on the dance floor.

[www.cumbanchø.com ; www.novalima'net ]

@@@
Markus Schwartz could be considered a bit

of an anomaly in the world of Haitian music.

Originally from Denmark, he has devoted the past

20 years to studying traditional and vodou m]usic,

a journey that has led him on pilgrimages into

many lakou (religious compounds of the Haitian

countryside) to learn from master percussionists

of the style. Finally settling in Brooklyn, he per-

formed as drummer at numerous religious ceremo-

nies, co-founded the Haitian jazz ensemble

Mozayik, and has recorded with such artists as

Emeline Michel and Wyclef Jean. His recent solo

release Tanbou Nan Lakou Brooklyn (Lakot
Brooklyn) brings together such artists as jazz

trumpeter Jean Caze, saxophonists Buyu Amboise

and Jacques Schwarz-Bart, vocalist Erol Josue

(whose solo album I revìewed last year), bassist

Daniel "Dadi" Beaubrun (one of the co-founders

of Boukman Eksperyans) as well as non-Haitian

drummer Jeff Ballard.
Schwaftz shows his stuff on cuts like the opener

"Ountò (Spirit of the Drum)" which really cap-

tures the varying cadence of the drums af avodou

ceremony, as well as on "Solo Tanbou" (a per-
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cussion duet with Ti-Roro) and "Koze Tanbou,"

yet without losing sight of the supporting role the

vodou drums play within the frame of the music.

So while this is ostensibly a solo project, Schwætz

wisely stands back at times to let his guests help

take the music where they may. What would have

happened if Coltrane and McCoy Tyner had added

Haitian rhythms to their modal jazz explorations?

The answer is a song like "Danbala" where the

subtle trap-set jazz drumming of Ballard under-

pins the modal horns filled in by the tandem of
Amboise and Caze.

Meanwhile Dadi Beaubrun adds dueling bass

parts to the Haitian drums to drive us though

"Gede Drum-nBass." Of particular interest is

iv\ARKUt J(HWARTZ: ATTHE NEXUs OF

JAZZ, HAITIAN AND ZIMBABWEAN MU5IC.

"Sa'm Fe MounYo, Bondye?" which appears to

be a Haitian adaptation of a traditional Zimba-
bw ean chimurenga composition featuring
Markus on mbiras and particularly imploring
vocals from Erol Josue asking fol help and pro-

tection from the backstabbers. [www.myspace
.com/markusschwartz l

lnterview with Markus Schwartz
Brian Dring: What were your earliest musical

experiences or education?

Markus Schwartz: I grew up in a " jazz"
household; my dad is one of the most avid jazz

fanatics that I know, the sort that would go out at

midnight in a snowstorm to catch a set of musicl

So I was exposed to all the greats of 'America's
classical music" from the time I was born, both

on records and also going to concerts from a very

young age. I have always played instruments,

starting with the recorder in first grade, moved

through the sax and clarinet (elementary school),

to trumpet (unior high), to electric guitar and bass

(high school). I discovered percussion as a

freshman in college, and finally found my callìng

So in a sense, although I was raised with music, I
began my percussion studies quite late. I have been

completely immersed in the world of Haitian
percussion for 20 years now.

Q: What was your first exposure to Haitian music

and how did it expand into your exploration of
the percussion rhythms?
A: My first exposure was actually through the

sacred rhythms of vodou. My percussion studies

led me to Haiti, and when I began to explore

Haitian drumming, I quickly learned that Haitian

culture is a vast repository of ancient rhythmic
traditions from West and Southern Africa, which

have been preserved and also steeped in the

crucible of Haiti's unique history. It was years

later, when I began to get opportunities to work
with Haitian recording artists, that I began to learn

about some ofHaiti's popular musical genres, such

as rasin, konpa, fir)oltbadou, erc.

Q: Can you describe your first experience of going

to Haiti and did it in any way meet your
expectations?
A: Going to Haiti for the first time in 1992 was a

life-changing experience. I had been immersed in
ceremonial dlumming for a few years already, and

had participated as a drummer in Haitian
ceremonies here in the States (in California where

I lived at the time, and also in NYC). But I really
had no idea what the country itself was like.
Looking back, I think I must have imagined it to
be much like the Haitian communities I knew of
here in the U.S. Nothing could be further from
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the truth. On one level, I was not quite prepared
for the level of poverty and challenges that the
Haitian people face in day{o-day living.

Experiencing that first-hand was sobering...the
lack of infrastructure was staggering; electricit¡
potable water, roads etc. The crowded living con-
ditions and traffic in Port-au-Prince are over-
whelming. There was garbage piled high in the
streets. I arrived in the midst of a coup d'etat fol-
lowing Aristide's first election as president, and
there was an oiVgas embargo going on as wel1.
The only gas for sale was being sold in buckets
on the side of the road!

However, the heart, soul and artistic spirit of
the Haitian people touched me deeply. I was em-
braced and accepted into a quickly widening circle
of friends, drummers, singers, dancers and art-
ists.. . revolving around the man who opened the
door for me on that first trip: Jean-Raymond
Giglio. Jean-Raymond is one of the founding
members of the mouvmanrasin,the "Roots Move-
ment," which began in the late 1970s as a way for
young Haitians to embrace and explore their Af-
rican heritage and kreyol identity through music
and art. Out of this movement was born bands
such as Foula, Boukman Eksperyans, Sanba yo
and Boukan Ginen. Jean-Raymond was at the cen-
ter of this movement, and quickly introduced me
to an amazing anay of talented artists. We also
traveled extensively around the countryside, vis-
iting many lakou-communal living compounds
which are structured around a particular ancestral
lineage. The lakou are where one may fìnd the
deepest traditions of vodou drum music. In these
aspects, traveling to Haiti far surpassed any ex-
pectations I may have had about the country.
Needless to sa¡ I fell in love with Haiti and have
been traveling back and forth ever since !

Q: How did you end up meeting the musicians
you invited to play on your solo project?
A: Through gigs and recordings I have done
during the past l0 years of working and living in
New York. Most of the Haitian musicians on the
recording I have known for years, and many of
them are colleagues of mine on the Haitian jazz
scene. Sax player Jacques Schwarz-Bart and
bassist Ugonna Okegwo I met on gigs. Drummer
JeffBallard is a friend and long-time neighbor of
mine in Brooklyn, as well as one of my favorite
players !

Q: Is music your sole occupation at this moment
and is Haitian percussion your main musical
focus?
A: These days I split my time between music
(performing and recording) and a freelance day
gig doing graphic design and print production. I
also teach percussion privately, and do some
workshops in the NYC public schools. Haitian
drums are definitely my main focus and area of
expertise, although I do play other styles too. I
love Cuban music, for example.

Q: To what geographical locations do the musical
opportunities tend to lead you these days?

TABOU COMBO'5 KAP¡ ANDRE EXPLORES

THE MANY FACETs OF HAITIAN MUsIC.
A: I have been very fortunate to travel quite a bit.
I have toured in Japan, Europe, throughout the
Caribbean, and in Mexico and Canada, in addition
to performing all over the U.S. I just returned from
Haiti, where I performed twice at the port-au-

Prince Internati onal J azz Festival.
Q: Where did you get the musical inspiration for
the composition "Sa'm Fe Moun Yo, Bondye?"
and do you regularly listen to other kinds ofglobal
music?
A: I am an avid global music listener! I love
reggae, all kinds ofAfrican music, salsa and Latin
jazz. How "Sa'm Fe Moun Yo, Bondye" came
about... I have been learning a bitofshonambira
music from Zimbabwe. I fel1 in love with the
sound of the mbira, and began playing. I am not
very good at it, but what a deeply spiritual
instrument, which has a profoundly meditative
effect on one's state of mind! I am also big fan
of Zimbabwean artists such as Thomas Mapfumo
and Oliver Mtukudzi. The music of "Sa'm Fe
Moun Yo, Bondye" is based on a version of the
ancient Shona mbira composition "Bangidza",
which I learned from Cosmas Magaya, a

wonderful mbira player and teacher. Haitian
singer Erol Josue improvised the vocal melody
over the mbira, the words came from a poem of
his. I then handed the tune over to Zivanai
Masango, a wonderful guitarist who has played
with both Mapfumo and Mtukudzi among many
others. Zi added the guitars and bass to the track,
and gave it that chimurenga touch . . . Haiti meets
Zimbabwe!
Q: Do you have any plans to tour to support this
album?
A: I completed a mini East Coast tour in support
of the release in December (Boston, New york
and Miami). Right now I am doing some local
performances around New York, but there a¡e

some plans in the works to take this music on the
road late¡ this year. I will keep you posted.

ê@@
Tabou Combo percussionist and founding

member Yvon "Kapi" André has made a com-
mitment to exploring the many facets of Haitian
music outside of the prevailin gkonpa. Afro Car-
ibbean Project Vol. II (La Compagnie Compas)
continues the work begun on the first volume re-
leased in 2006, and this time is ably helped by the
contributions ofa wider range ofguest artists. The
opening cut'Afro-Funk Intro," pays hommage to
some of the pioneers of Caribbean music includ-
ing Herby Widmaier, Guy Durosier and Martha
Jean Claude as well as Cuba's Bebo Valdez and
Martinique's roots flautist Eugene Mona.

A nascent pianist since beginning these solo
projects, Kapi puts down his own keyboards on
some tracks while on others making room on the
bench for Welmyr Jean-Piere and particularly
Jocel Almeus, whose jazz-inflected expertise on
the ivories definitely add an extra-tasteful dimen-
sion. On the jazz ballad rendition of the Haitian
national anthem "La Dessalinienne," the dense
modal chords give plenty ofroom for Kapi to soar
in his smoky a1to, aged like fine wine, that evokes
late nights in some exclusive lounge nestled high
in the hills above Port-au-Prince. "Femmes de
Mon Pays" equally pays tribute to Haitian women
in their myriad recognized and behind-the-scene
contributions and sacrifices.

"Ke Mwen Kontan" is an upbeat paean to
Kapi's hometown of Pétionville built on a very
laid-back konpa groove, sung from the perspec-
tive of a middle-aged man looking fondly back
on the many memories...it also features a guitar
lesson in the form of a beautiful solo from Dener
Ceide in the konpa style that is so rarely heard
these days. "Mystère" is a reflection on life, work,
and money with nice vocals from Roserbie Theoc.
Near the end of the album is "Mété Haiti Sou Ke
Mwen," anofher jazz ballad arangement full of
nostalgia for the country from the point of view
of someone who has spent time visiting other
countries, especially its naturalness. Funny that a
very different version of this song was featured
on the first Tabou Combo I ever owned, Aøx
Antilles, dating back to 1988. I guess that could
be a metaphor for this album: that everything even-
tually comes full circle. [kapi13@aol,com ]

0 and A with Yvon "Kapi" André
Brian: How did you get into playing keyboards
and when did-you start adding them to a musical
project?
Kapi: I had my very first piano lesson in 1974 at
a small music and dance lessons place in Rego
Park, NY. ln 1976I went to the Muse School in
Brooklyn where I first got acquainted with jazz.
Then to fhe Jazz Mobile in Harlem, where I had
the privilege to study with Mike Longo fDizzy

Continued on page 26
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